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PF：＞0.9 CRI：≥80Ra Beam angle：120°

Hg%：＜0.1% Life span：40000Hours EEI：A+

Description：White frame

BarCode MEAS Power CCT Light Color Brightness

002465 L595*W595*T10mm 50W 4000K Natural White 4200lm

002458 L595*W595*T10mm 50W 6000K Day Light 4200lm

002472 L620*W620*T10mm 40W 4000K Natural White 3350lm

002489 L620*W620*T10mm 40W 6000K Day Light 3350lm

Thin and delicate

10mm slim design, aluminum frame, lighting

silver or white paint treatment process, good

heat dissipation; spell angle seamless, simple

and stylish appearance, never change excellent

thermal management ensure LED light tube

long-term stability.

Optical Design

Take a unique optical design, the light guide

plate after the formation of a uniform plane

glow effect, no dark areas; high light efficiency,

luminous efficiency of each product are 80LM /

W or so.

Excellent light efficiency

The whole lamp´s efficiency up 75-85lm / W. A

72W Grille dish to be installed four 18W T8

tube with a 32W of E5 panel lights can be easily

replaced.

Stable and durable

40,000 hours long life, it can also be used as

decorations, not only higher than ordinary

lamps cost-effective, but also the choice of an

environmentally friendly fashion.

The new
decorative lights
Thin and beautiful shape, the

unification of the power and beauty

The AIGOSTAR E5 series new panel light fully explain

the perfect combination of strength and beauty. 10 mm

ultra-thin design incorporated in the ceiling, shows the

beauty of thin products,,without destructing the unity of

the ar t of condole top. At the same time it meest the

demand of the lighting and decoration, watching lanterns

during the day, night lighting.

Flexible installation

Lamps easy to install, it can be embedded

directly into the ceiling for installation, you can

also use hoisting hole on the back , or matching

ceiling box for the ceiling installation.

A + grade energy efficient
products


